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Giant
Dominoes

M A N U A L

Setup

The Rules

Block Dominoes

For 2-4 Players:  

1. Each player selects 5 dominoes. Do not let your opponents see the dominoes that 
you selected.

2. Place remaining dominoes in a pile face down. This will become your draw pile.

3. The player that draws the highest double domino places it in the center of the play 
area to start the game. The play proceeds to the player to the left of the player that 
starts the game. If no double is drawn, then all dominoes are put back into the pile to 
be redrawn.

4. The next player tries to match one of their dominoes to either end of the double.  

5. Only one domino is played per turn.

6. Dominoes are placed in a line, except when a double is played. When a double is 
played, a player can play their piece at a right angle. This allows the next player to 
play either end of the domino providing additional play options.

7. If a player is not able to match the dots at any end of the rows, they pick up a domino 
from the draw pile. That player continues to draw until they can play.  If all pieces are 
drawn and a player is still not able to play, then the turn is forfeited, and the player 
can try to play on their next turn.

8. Play continues until a player is out of dominoes and the first player to do this 
 is the winner.

9. If all players are left with dominoes in hand and no plays can be made, then the 
player with the least number of points left in their hand wins the round.

10. Rounds continue until one player reaches 100 points.

Scoring:

Scoring is calculated by taking the difference between the winner’s total points in hand 
versus the other opponents score in hand at the end of a round.

Example 1: 

Player 1: 0 points in hand

Player 2: 9 points in hand

Player 3: 3 points in hand

Player 4: 12 points in hand

In this example, player 1 won the round and would receive 24 points.

Example 2: 

Player 1: 4 points in hand

Player 2: 9 points in hand

Player 3: 3 points in hand

Player 4: 12 points in hand

In this example, Player 3 won the round and would receive 16 points

1. Remove the dominoes from the carry bag.

2. Place all dominoes face down and mix them up.

3. Play dominoes!

NOTE: Set includes carry bag and 28 game pieces. Please note that 
the game piece with the Elakai Logo on it plays as the “no dot” piece.
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House Rules

a. Rules not found in a game’s manual

b. Made-up rules followed within one’s 
specific household, party, or event

Visit us at elakaioutdoor.com to check out all Elakai® 
games and initiatives for a better planet.

#OutdoorForLife

Live Your Best 
Outdoor Life

Share photos of you and your friends 
living your best outdoor life playing 
Elakai Games, and contribute to our 

Play, Post, PlantTM initiative!

Care and Maintenance

Keep it Clean
Use a damp cloth to wipe off dust and dirt after every use. If it is a bigger job that requires 
something more heavy duty, use warm, soapy water. Cleaning your equipment will keep it 
from deteriorating over time.

Update the Coat
Our games come pre-coated with a high-grade sealant that protects not only the aesthetic 
of the wood but also, it’s integrity. Different climates and weather can change the length 
of the protection you get from our original process, so if you start to see some wear you 
should simply add another layer of sealer to extend the life of your game.

Mind The Elements
Hail, sand, rain, snow, mud, and heat can damage your game. Protect your game from 
extreme weather and do not play in harsh conditions.

PATENT AND WARRANTY INFORMATION CAN BE FOUND AT OUR WEBSITE,  
WWW.ELAKAIOUTDOOR.COM


